
 
    
 

Announcement of Rattanaburi school 
Subject : Declaration of Honesty Intent fiscal year 2023 

--------------------------------------------------------- 
 

The Office of Secondary Educational Service Surin emphasizes the service byvirtue and 
transparency as per the policy (Prime Minister General Prayut Chan-ocha) onSeptember 12th , 
2014, in the promotion of public administration with good governanceand suppression of 
corruption and misconduct in the government sector, according tothe Civil Service Ethics Code, 
BE 2552 (2009), the Manual for Compliance with the Office ofthe Basic Education Commission 
Announcement of the Office of the Basic EducationCommission dated June 22nd , 2011 
regarding the policy on transparency and verification inthe operation of government agencies, 
the manual of integrity and assessment transparencyof the Office of the National Anti - 
Corruption Commission (ONACC) and the Office of PublicSector Anti-Corruption Commission 
(PACC) 

Rattanaburi school has studied and developed an action plan for the prevention and 
suppression of corruption following the policy of the Office of the Basic 
Education Commission for the year 2020 - 2023 (4 years), on promoting transparency, liability, 
moralities, virtues, ethics, culture in the organization and communication withinthe organization. 
Rattanaburi School believes that the conduct of government tofficials and allpersonnel in our 
affiliation must meet the needs of society and can betrusted by the public. We expected that 
all government officials behave with dignity while fulfilling their responsibilities. 
 On behalf of all level executives of Rattanaburi School, I intend to support  my officials 
and staff of all departments morally and unambiguously. As the director of  Rattanaburi School, 
I will execute the organization efficiently and effectively.  Besides, I will protect the advantages 
of government and grant justice for people equallyand fairly. 
 I confirm that Rattanaburi  School will be the most relevant and ready-to-check 
governmental entity by following vision “Year 2027, Rattanaburi School to be a quality 



organization with international standard. Learners have the potential to be citizens of the world. 
Introduce Sufficiency Economy Philosophy to Sustainable Development.” 
.  We also intend to develop communication skills for students and make them  speak at 
least two languages. Moreover, we make them have thinking competency, creative  productivity, 
local environment conservative and have morality and ethics as well as adhere  to the 
sufficiency economy philosophy” 
 I intend to swear to all fellows of government officials who will execute organizations 
to protect and fight against all forms of corruption in government entities. With  consciousness 
and responsibility, I will use all my wisdom and potential on my execution  duties fairly and 
honestly. I swear that I am still conscious; knowing everything is right or  wrong; knowing 
everything should be done or should be spared; for work without any  damages but the most 
advantage. I have good governance in management and I stand  against all forms of corruption. 
For all these reasons, it is for the most advantage of people  and to do the good deed for our 
king. 
 On behalf of all level executives of Rattanaburi  School, I hereby declare  the intention 
that we will execute the organization to create a belief in society. It is relevant  that Rattanaburi 
School insists to stand against all types of corruption and intends  to make this school become 
the white government entity; a school without corruption but  sustainably. To achieve the 
above-mention aims, Rattanaburi School will proceed  as follows: 
 1. Strictly perform all procedures under laws, rules, and regulations, as well as 
supporting staff to make them follow the mentioned accordance above. 
 2. Implant and raise awareness of the values of anti-corruption. Knowing how to 
distinguish other personal interests and common interests. Raise the consciousness of 
morality and fight against corruption in the organization including the strong and efficient 
internal balance. It helps staff in Rattanaburi School to aware of the bad effects  and disasters 
of corruption in the government entities and the nation. As a result, it emerges  from an anti-
corruption culture. 
 3. Never accept corrupt behavior, and never tolerate corruption which causes “the 
social sanction”. This makes staff in Rattanaburi School feel embarrassed and is  afraid of doing 
corruption. 



 4. Raise awareness of students in Rattanaburi School about the bad  consequences of 
corruption and make them fight against it. 
 5. Operational guidelines and cooperative activities 

5.1 Coordinate and cooperating in the implementation of the national strategy  
on  the prevention and suppression of the corruption. 
  5.2 All the government agencies and personnel under the cooperation join the 
anti-corruption network in the office of the basic education commission (OBEC) with the  central 
office and the educational service area office. 
  5.3  Study researches and compiling knowledge on the prevention and  
suppression  of corruption. 

5.4 Provide knowledge on the national anti-corruption strategy, especially 
the guidelines for moral and ethical promotion to executives in the center administrators of 
the educational service area office and educational personnel in Rattanaburi  school, which are 
involved in the basic education management at all levels to create 
knowledge, understanding and participation in disseminating campaigns for youth, parents 
and the public. The general participated in anti-corruption activities and participated in the 
anti-corruption network. 
  5.5 Provide knowledge about surveillance and auditing to combat corruption for 
educational personnel in areas across the country, such as the director of the educational 
service area office, the administrators of educational institutions, and educational personnel 
involved in the provision of education at all levels to create knowledge, understanding, and 
participation in publish campaigns to youth, parents and the general public. 
  5.6 Collaborate to create a moral and transparency index for agencies in 
Rattanaburi schooland following the guidelines in the national anti-corruptionstrategy 

5.7 Collaborate to create communication, dissemination, and public relations 
channels for supporting the implementation as a network of the Anti-Corruption  Cooperation 
Network 

5.8 Join to give advice, offering guidelines which include following and evaluating 
the cooperation. 

5.9 Collaborate to prevent every kind of corruption with high potentiality.   



        It is hereby publicly announced.   
 

                  This announcement is hereby issued on October 3 rd, 2022 
 
 
 
 
 
      (Yanyong  Wongkhamchan) 
              Director of Rattanaburi school  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


